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Never say “there’s nowhere to meet” again.

Need some space?
We get it.
Add definition to your open-plan office with
flexible spaces for meeting, collaborating,
and working privately without the hassle or
cost of construction.
PoppinSpaces are easy to install, expand, or
reassemble based on your evolving needs.

Make space to work better.

Space for Flexibility
Feeling stuck in your current layout? Our
modular components can be positioned
anywhere in your office (now or in the future).

Space for Affordability
Maximize your floor plan without maxing out
your budget and speed up your timeline by
avoiding pricey construction.

Space for Sustainability
Reusable walls prevent wasteful demolition for
custom build-outs, which means we reduce
stuff that ends up in a landfill.

One Click, Your Walls Ship
We’ll get your order boxed up and ready to go
faster than you can say “I need Space.” Your
new walls are delivered and installed in under
10 business days.

Make space to meet.
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Confer + Connect
2

Come in, stay a while: Confer and Connect Spaces feature four
walls to create an enclosed space for formal conference rooms,
impromptu standup meetings, and all the other ways your team
connects.

1 Confer Space is 92 sq. ft. and

comfortably seats up to 4 people
2 Connect Space is is 137 sq. ft. and

comfortably seats up to 6 people

Choose from open, semi-private, and private panel layouts that
offer your ideal level of visual privacy and maintaining sight lines.
Optional door and ceiling baffles (coming soon!) sold separately.

*Fabric Panels coming soon.
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Retreat
Come and go as you please: Retreat, Recess, and Refocus
Spaces feature three walls to create a semi-enclosed
space that encourages spontaneous, cross-company
communication and teamwork.

Make space to collaborate.

Retreat Space is a more casual, comfy setting for up to
four teammates. It offers privacy, but still feels connected
to the rest of the office.
1 Retreat Space is 92 sq. ft. and comfortably seats up to 4 people
*Fabric Panels coming soon.

Make space to check
in.
2
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2
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Recess + Refocus
Recess Space offers another way for teams of four
to collaborate—with a slightly smaller footprint than
Retreat. Refocus Space encourages two groups of
people to meet on either side of the dividing wall
(talk about optimizing space!).

1 Recess Space covers 46 sq. ft. and

comfortably seats up to 4 people
2 Refocus Space is a total of 137 sq. ft.

and comfortably seats up to 6 people
on each side of the dividing wall
*Wood Laminate Panels coming soon.

Make space to work.
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Hustle
Hunker down for as long as you need: Hone, Hustle, and
Hive Spaces are designed for semi-enclosed spaces
that support private, distraction-free work for teams of
any size.
Hustle Spaces come in 4-, 6-, or 8-seat configurations
and can comfortably fit an L-shaped desk.
1 Each Hustle Space is 34.5 sq. ft. section and seats 1 person
*Fabric Panels coming soon.

Make space to
think

solo.

Hone
Hone is a similar layout as Hustle, just a slightly cozier
Space. The smaller square footage is perfect for getting a greater number of private workspaces into your
open floor plan.
Hone Spaces come in 4-, 6-, or 8-seat configurations.
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1 Each Hone Space is 23 sq. ft. section and seats 1 person

Make space to concentrate.

Hive
With Hive Space, you’re seated back-to-back
with your Hive-mate, but you still get that
distraction-free privacy while feeling
connected to your team.
Hive Spaces come in 4- or 8-seat
configurations.

1

1 Each Hive Space has two 69.5 sq. ft. sections that seat 2 people on

each side of the dividing center wall

+

Make

your

space.

Make

their

space.

+

Create Your Own Space
Like what you see, but need something specific? There are
thousands of ways PoppinSpaces can be customized in size,
shape, and design. Poppin’s experienced team of Space
Planners can help you create a Space that meets your needs.
*Wood Laminate and Fabric Panels, plus Doors coming soon.

Indoor Advantage™ Gold Certified
This product holds the Indoor Advantage™️ Gold standard,
which conforms to the ANSI/BIFMA Furniture Emissions
Standard and is awarded by third-party certifier Scientific
Certification Systems.
Simply put: the Indoor Advantage Gold™️ award means
that you can breathe easy.

Ready for some

space?

Our ready-to-ship Spaces are in stock and can be delivered
and installed in under 10 business days. If you want to know
more about PoppinSpaces, need a custom Space, or if you
simply want ideas, we’re here for you. We can’t wait for you to
get some Space!
Visit poppin.com/meet-poppinspaces for more info.
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